
Augmented 
reality 
headset



Glazz – augmented 
reality glasses (AR)

A comfortable tool that will become an 
indispensable assistant in the work process



2 main areas of use 
of our headset



Remote connection of doctors
during operations

Glazz is effective
in medecine

Using scanners
for example, to predict the position 
of veins

Getting detailed information
for the treatment and diagnosis of 
diseases



Design of underground communications
for example underground pipelines

Glazz is used
in construction

Measuring length and distance
between objects

View the finished project on site
even before the construction 
process begins



Using 3D models
for demonstrating equipment and 
simulating operation during training

Glazz helps
in teaching employees

Quick results
such training is more effective than 
studying documentation

Displaying instructions on screen
to assist employees during 
production



Glazz applied
for maintenance 
and repair

3D projection
to help complete a task

Output of extended information
about the equipment on the screen

Car scanning
to check for erroneous settings and make 
changes if necessary



Glazz is used
in the oil industry

Design
complex structures

Geological exploration and analytics
with instant display

Construction quality check
critical objects



Augmented reality headset solves
4 main market challenges

Remote 
equipment control

Training

Real-time 
assistance

Collaborate 
on digital twins 
of equipment



8 benefits Glazz headsets

Completely Russian 
development and assembly

Much cheaper 
than foreign analogues

Know-how in the field 
of optics and electronics

Standalone device

Can work outdoors

External upgradeable 
computing module

5G support

Operates 2-4 hours 
on one battery charge



We used Hi-tech
in the development of the Glazz headset

OLED matrix
solves the problem of screen 
flickering (in comparison with 

analogues)

Optical system
has no problems with color uniformity, the 

image is clear and contrasty

Adjustable transparency
Glazz allows you to adjust the image to 

the current conditions



It is important for us that our users 
have comfortable to use our device

Sleek design
Glazz conforms to the shape 

of the human head for comfortable use

Eco-leather headboard
using a soft anti-bacterial pad

Foldable arms
allow you to transport the device

easily and safely



AR market in Russia annually 
growing by 6%

% %



Glazz is supported by the fund 
Zero Gravity Foundation

Financial, management and marketing

– decentralized venture fund 
and international aggregator of digital, 
innovative blockchain technologies

You can purchase shares of the Glazz project through the 
purchase of fund tokens 

zerogravity.foundation

https://zerogravity.foundation/
https://zerogravity.foundation/
https://zerogravity.foundation/

